The Street Network Table and Map includes roads that are within the jurisdictional boundaries of the City of Austin and is used to identify right of way dedication requirements needed to accommodate future roadway conditions (referred to as Dedication of Right of Way in the Land Development Code). These future roadway conditions are reflective of the recommended improvements in the ASMP. The right of way widths in the table are based on typical cross-section standards in the Transportation Criteria Manual (TCM) that reference roadways by “Level” instead of “Functional Classification.” The right of way widths are reflective of the TCM or updated Engineering Plans that may supersede the TCM. The TCM strives to minimize negative impacts of expanding right of way for future mobility needs by including a process to minimize the additional amount of right of way needed using flexible design criteria. Where there are right of way constraints compared to the ideal right of way, further study is required to prioritize design elements or determine ROW acquisition. Right of way widths identified in the table are used as a starting point during the land development process to establish proper building placement in respect to the location of the future curb. Street Levels 2, 3, and 4 (collectors, minor arterials, and major arterials) identified in the Street Network Map were evaluated for right of way constraints and future requirements reflect the ideal width in the TCM or relevant Engineering Plan. The right of way requirements for Level 2, 3, and 4 streets are included in the Street Network Table. Level 1 streets have updated design standards in the TCM and the appropriate cross-section shall be selected based on adjacent maximum building heights and are for residential adjacent land uses only.

The Street Network Table does not include specific right of way requirements for roads fully within the jurisdiction of the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT). TxDOT roadways include highways and freeways (Level 5), frontage roads (Level 4), and other TxDOT facilities (Levels 2, 3, and 4) identified in the Street Network Map. The amount of right of way required to be dedicated along these roadways will be coordinated with TxDOT at the time of development based on the most up to date plans. Some roadways that are included in the Street Network Table that are also within the jurisdiction of TxDOT are noted as such in the ROW Remarks column and will require coordination with TxDOT for future improvements and right of way requirements, including over and underpasses and major urban roadways. Additionally, some roadways that are included in the table that are under the jurisdiction of Travis County, within the City of Austin Extraterritorial Jurisdiction, or an adjacent jurisdiction are noted as such in the ROW Remarks column and are only included for reference and coordination opportunities. Please refer to Travis County or the appropriate jurisdiction for right of way requirements.

A link to the Street Network Table and Street Network Map can be found at www.austintexas.gov/asmp
In addition to the right of way that is identified along the roadway in the Street Network Table, additional travel lanes, right-turn lanes, and left-turn pockets may be necessary based on more detailed studies. At intersections, additional right of way for Level 2 streets will be required to accommodate left-turn pockets at intersecting Level 2, 3, and 4 streets. Above is a matrix of additional right of way needed to accommodate turn lanes as referenced in the TCM. For street segments with dedicated transit pathways, additional right of way will be required to accommodate left turn lanes at intersections if included in the most up to date Engineering Plans. Left turns within the pathway are prohibited and signalized crossings must be coordinated with the City and Project Connect.

Further, if on-street parking is desired at the time of development additional right of way may also be required if it was not identified in the Street Network Table.

Amendments to the Street Network Table and Map will be processed when right of way requirements change based on project details determined during the project development process. The City’s Traffic Engineer has the authority to make certain operational changes to a roadway within the right of way to improve safety and mobility and therefore, changes to the Street Network Table that do not impact the adopted right of way widths will be processed administratively. Any modifications that may change the adopted right of way widths in the Street Network Table will be processed as formal amendments to the plan, requiring City Council approval. These operational changes will follow the standard stakeholder and project development process that is in practice in advance of any changes being implemented. Changes to the roadway that include transit priority treatments and dedicated pathways will be coordinated with Capital Metro.
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Maps

All the maps included in the Austin Strategic Mobility Plan have been reprinted in this appendix for ease of reference and use.

- Street Network Map
- Combined High-Injury Network Map
  - Pedestrian High-Injury Network Map
  - Bicycle High-Injury Network Map
  - Motorcycle High-Injury Network Map
  - Vehicle High-Injury Network Map
- Imagine Austin Growth Concept and Transit Priority Network Map
- Sidewalk Prioritization Map
- Roadway Capacity Projects Map
- Public Transportation System Map
- Bicycle System Map
- Urban Trail System Map
The Street Network Map includes roads that are within the jurisdictional boundaries of the City of Austin and is used to identify right-of-way dedication requirements needed to accommodate future roadway conditions (referred to as Dedication of Right of Way in the Land Development Code). These future roadway conditions are reflected in the Street Network Table.

Legend
- Purple: Level 5
- Orange: Level 4
- Green: Level 3
- Light Green: Level 2
- Light Gray: Level 1

County Boundaries
- Sky Blue: Lakes
- Light Green: City of Austin Parks
- Light Gray: Austin City Limits
- Light Gray: ETJ

Note: In September 2012, City Council directed the City Manager to request the withdrawal of SH45 SW from the CAMPO 2035 Regional Transportation Plan to align with the goals of the Imagine Austin Comprehensive Plan. Resolution No. 0140515-063 reaffirmed the City Council’s position that “the proposed SH45 SW is not part of the future transportation network of Austin and reaffirms its opposition to SH45 SW.”